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Enjoy

Thanks to Ed and Rita
Obrachta for all the
Editing Support.
Hopefully, I have translated their instructions
correctly.

ALL HANDS:

REUNION ALERT NOTICE

All Hands
Be advised that the CTA Did Cancel this year’s reunion.
We will go forward looking at a New site for 2022.
We have been invited to join any one of our sister ships this year
At San Diego or Branson or Washington DC
If you need a point of contact. I will be glad to send you a Copy of the January
News Letter that covers the details and contacts.
.USS Johnston (DD-557) was a Fletcher-Class Destroyer in the service of the United
States Navy in World War II, . The ship is known for her action in the Battle of Samar. The
small "tincan" destroyer, armed with torpedoes, and led an attack by a handful of light ships
which had inadvertently been left unprotected in the path of a Japanese fleet with battleships and cruisers. The actions of Johnston—sunk in the action—and the lightly armed and
lightly armored Escort Carrier Task force ("Taffy 3"), of
which she was a member,
helped stop Admiral Kurita's Center Force from attacking the U.S. landing
forces and inflicted greater
damage on the Japanese
attackers than they suffered.
On 30 October 2019, it was
announced that the research vessel Petrel of
Vulcan Inc discovered what
is believed to be the deepest shipwreck ever located
at 20,406 feet (6,220 m) deep in the Philippine Trench; the wreck was in pieces with no
significant hull sections located. The surveyed wreckage consisted of two destroyed 5-inch
(127 mm) turrets, a propeller shaft and propeller, two funnels, a mast, a barbette, and unidentified piles of twisted hull, interior, and machinery debris. A track mark in the mud was
found leading deeper into the trench, possibly suggesting the main wreck slid deeper still
after impacting onto the seabed. However, as the ROV was already at its operational limits,
it was decided not to investigate further at the time. The crew believed that the wreck was
the Johnston based on the visible paint scheme on the turrets, but this was unconfirmed at
the time.
On 31 March 2021, it was announced that the research vessel of Caladan Ocanic surveyed
and photographed the deeper main wreck. The visible hull number, 557, confirmed the
identity of the ship as Johnston. She sits upright and astonishingly well-preserved at a
depth of 21,180 ft (6,460 m), making it the deepest shipwreck ever surveyed. Caladan
Oceanic published brief videos of Johnston's bow, bridge, gun mounts, and torpedo launchers.
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I have found understanding the location and what led up to the engagement is almost as important as the
description of the battle itself as we are selecting one of 4 battles and view point of just one destroyer and
how its role turned the battle.
To further complicate things the
Names of the Pacific Islands in
and around the Philippians were
just as unfamiliar in 1944 as they
are today. So I have highlighted
these names in Blue so as not to
complicate the picture of all the
Island, Straits, Bays, Gulfs and
Sea so to give you a better picture
of the Conflict. See Maps on page
6
The following Story is Fact.
The battle of Samar (25 October
1944) was the nearest the Japanese came to success during the battle of Leyte Gulf and saw a powerful Japanese battleship force come
close to destroying a force of American escort carriers. (Jeep Carriers)
The Japanese realized that American invasion of the Philippines would cut their Empire in half and prevent vital supplies reaching the Home Islands from the south part of the empire. They decided to try and
fight the 'decisive battle' of the war wherever the Americans attacked next. If the Americans attacked the
Philippines then the Japanese hoped to use the scattered elements of their fleet in a coordinated attack
that might allow them to get at the vulnerable invasion fleet. In the final version of the plan the Japanese
Carriers , coming from Japan, were to drag the US 3rd Fleet away from the invasion beaches in Leyte
Gulf, allowing three other Japanese fleets to advance through the central Philippines to attack the invasion fleets. The most important of these three fleets was Admiral Kurita's I Striking Force that was on the
Western Side of Philippians in the South China Sea. Admiral Kurita began the battle of Leyte Gulf with a
powerful fleet, containing (5) five battleships, (12) twelve cruisers and (15) fifteen destroyers. Amongst
the battleships were the Musashi and the Yamato, the biggest and most powerful battleships in the
world. He also had 3 older battleships , twelve cruisers and fifteen destroyers. This force suffered grievous losses before reaching Samar. In the two day battle of the Sibuyan Sea (23-24 October, 1944
1944) the Musashi was sunk by American aircraft, two cruisers were sunk by two American subs and a
third crippled. Kurita started the battle of Samar with four battleships, six cruisers and ten destroyers.
On the American side the bulk of the battle was fought by Admiral Sprague's Taffy Three, with (6) six escort carriers, (3) three destroyers and (4) four destroyer escorts. The escort or Jeep carriers carried modern aircraft, but these were armed for ground attack and so didn't have many of the armor piercing
bombs needed against battleships. Their job was to Support ground Troops in the Philippines Evasion of
Leyte Gulf beach head.
Twelve more escort carriers in two groups were in the area, but the 7th Fleet's six old battleships were
away to the south defending the Surigao Strait. The powerful modern carriers and fast battleships of the
3rd Fleet had been lured away to the north to try and intercept Japanese carriers (Battle of Cape Engano). The US commander of the 7th Fleet, believed that Halsey had left a powerful task force to watch
Kurita, but in fact this force had accompanied the 3rd Fleet north.
On the night of 24-25 October Kurita Japanese Force slipped through the San Bernardino Straits, and
into the Philippine Sea, turned south along the cost of Samar and headed for Leyte Gulf and the American amphibious and troops onshore.
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Soon after this, at about 17:30, he learnt that Admiral Nishimura's force had been destroyed and Admiral Shima was retreating (Battle of the Surigao Strait). He probably never received the messages
Ozawa sent out announcing that the 3rd Fleet was chasing him. Kurita could justifiably believe that
the main parts of both the US 3rd and 7th fleet were somewhere in or close to Leyte Gulf.
At about dawn (6.30) Japanese Admiral found the American Taffy 3, a task force made up of six escort carriers and seven escorts. Kurita believed that he had found a 'gigantic enemy task force containing large carriers, cruisers, destroyers and possibly battleships. He decided to abandon the
charge into Leyte Gulf and turned to attack American Taffy 3 force. At 17:58 the Yamato's main guns
opened fire on a surface target for the first time.
The lead destroyer one of 3 the Johnston and
her escort carrier task unit was allowed in
north Leyte Gulf, east of Samar and San Bernardino Strait. As the 3rd fleet was persuing
the Japanese Carrier fleet to the North.
Robert C. Hagen, Johnston's gunnery officer,
later reported, "We felt like little David without a slingshot." In less than a minute, Johnston was zigzagging between the six escort carriers and the Japanese fleet, and putting out a smoke screen over a
2,500-yard front to conceal the carriers from the enemy gunners: "Even as we began laying smoke,
the Japanese started lobbing shells at us and Johnston had to zigzag between the splashes.... The
Johnson was the first destroyer to make smoke, the first to start firing, the first to launch a torpedo
attack, as other two Destroyers and DE’s almost collided in the smoke & confusion.
For the first 20 minutes, Johnston could not return fire as the enemy cruisers and battleships' heavy
guns outranged Johnston's 5-inch (127 mm) guns. Not waiting for orders, Commander Evans broke
formation and went on the offensive by ordering Johnston to speed directly toward the enemy—first
a line of seven destroyers, next one light, and three heavy cruisers, then the four battleships. To the
east appeared three other Japanese cruisers and several destroyers.
As soon as range closed to ten miles (16 km), Johnston fired on the heavy cruiser Kumano—the
nearest ship—and scored several hits. During her five-minute sprint into torpedo
range, Johnston fired over 200 rounds at the enemy, then under the direction of torpedo officer
Lieutenant Jack K. Bechdel, made her torpedo attack. She fired all 10 of her torpedoe’s and turned to
retire behind a smoke screen. When she came out of the smoke a minute later, the Kumano could be
seen burning from a torpedo hit. Her bow had been blown off, and she was forced to withdraw.
Around this time, Johnston took three 14 in (356 mm) shell hits from Kongō, followed by three 6 in
(152 mm) shells, either from a light cruiser or Yamato, which hit the bridge. The shells caused the
loss of all power to the steering engine and all power to the three 5 in (127 mm) guns in the aft of the
ship, and rendered the gyrocompass useless. A low-lying squall came up, and Johnston "ducked into
it" for a few minutes of rapid repairs and salvage work. The bridge was abandoned and Commander
Evans, who had lost two fingers on his left hand, went to the aft steering column to conn the ship.
Gambier Bay CVE73 Under fire. Jeep carriers were support craft and their fire power
was in their planes, and the planes were
outfitted with Fragmentation ordinance for
ground support not Armor piecing bombs.
But without them the troops on the ground
would not fair well.
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Sometime into the battle, Japanese battleship Kongō fired two rounds from her main guns. One round
pierced the thin side armor of Johnston and cut a hole through the engine room. Her speed was cut in
half. The enemy ships closed in for an easy kill, pouring fire into the crippled destroyer .
At 0750, Admiral Sprague ordered destroyers to make a torpedo attack: "small boys attack". Johnston,
unable to keep position with her damaged engine, and with her torpedoes expended, moved to provide
fire support for the other destroyers. As she emerged from a smoke screen, she nearly collided with the
destroyer USS DD-532 Heermann. At 08:20, Johnston sighted a Kongō-class battleship only 7,000 yards
away, emerging through the smoke. The destroyer opened fire, scoring hits on the superstructure of the
larger ship. The return fire from the battleship missed.
Then, Johnston's luck ran out; she came under fire from multiple enemy ships and her remaining engine
failed, leaving her dead in the water.
Some time into the battle, Japanese battleship Kongō fired two rounds from her main guns. One round
pierced the thin side armor
Johnston took a hit that knocked out one forward gun and damaged another, and her bridge was rendered unusable by fires and explosions caused by a hit in her 2 inch ready ammunition locker. Evans,
who had shifted his command to Johnston's fantail, was yelling orders through an open hatch to men
turning her rudder by hand and at 9:45 he ordered 'Abandon Ship.' At 10:10 Johnston rolled over and
began to sink. The Japanese destroyer Yukikaze came up to 1,000 yards (910 m) and pumped a final shot
into her to make sure she went down.
Of Johnston's complement of 327 officers and men, 141 were saved. Of the 186 men lost, about 50 were
killed by enemy action, 45 died later on rafts from wounds, and 92 men, including Cmdr. Evans, escaped
the ship before she sank but were never seen again.

Hoel DD533 and Samuel B. Roberts DE413 also sacrificed themselves to save the escort carriers and to
protect the landings at Leyte. Two of four Japanese heavy cruisers were sunk by combined surface and
air attacks, and Admiral Sprague was soon amazed by the sight of the retirement of Japanese entire fleet.
By this time, planes of "Taffy 2" and "Taffy 1" and every available unit of the Fleet were headed to assist
"Taffy 3". But Johnston and her little escort carrier task unit had stopped Admiral Kurita's powerful
Japanese fleet in the Battle of Samar, inflicting greater losses than they suffered.
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MIA
Late MARCH we mailed out hard copy of our news letter to all crew members who do not have Email.
Not all received their copy because they moved and did not have a working phone number or Email address on
file. We just did not have any way of contacting them so they are Missing In Action MIA. If you see a individual
and can advise us please do or if the crew member is deceased you can advise us of the sad news also .
Thanks for your support
Gary Adams
AD24history@att.net

This took me number of weeks to
put together, even with Number of
Web sites I found that had summaries' of this engagement .
I thank them and please visit them
on line for details I may have overlooked.
Look up the Battle of Samar or
Battle of Late Gulf
Wikipedia.org
Historyofwar.org
Combinedfleet.com
History.Navy.Mil

“Better install that MK 5 leak
stopper the MK3 is about to go”

Pay attention because I’m only going
to do this once OK?
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Conflicts are circled above
The four main actions in the Battle of Leyte Gulf:
1 Battle of the Sibuyan Sea, 2 Battle of Surigao Strait,
3 Battle of Cape Engaño, 4 Battle of Samar.
Battle of Samar is our Focus. See San Bernardino
Strait just north of Samar Island. The Japanese
Fleet came through from south China Sea and
turned south running into some very hostel US
Destroyers.
Actual Photo of one of the Japanese Battleships
Musashi getting hammered in this engagement .

Such a conflict you would think would last for many generations, but no, I see some of our bitterest enemies
have become our strongest allies in peace together.
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Last Muster 2020 YTD
Howard A. Dryer III Av7 56-57 FT2 Highland Beach Fl.
Leonard B. Parmet AV7 51-52 Pn2 Prescott AZ
Willard Charlton AV12 55-60 X-Div Tulsa Ok.
Edward Robertson Fairfield Ca.
Walter Miller AV12 50-53
Robert W. Keeney AD24 SK2 57-61 #
Russell Frymiades AV7 BMSN 1st div 51-55
Ken Harte AV7 AEM3 V2 Div 52-54 #
William D, Smith AV12
Thomas Rowe Lynch AV12
Arthur J. De Jianne AV7 BM31st Div 65-67 Fork River NJ
Ted G. Diebold AV12 LT.
James Woodard AD24 SN Sanford NC
Cleve S. Child AV12 52-54 V-Div Salt Lake City UT
Robert E. Spenser (Bob) AV12 ATR2 V2 Div 63-66
Wilmington NC
James E. Boyd AV7 RM3c 46-47 Cantonsville MD
William Lee Mowery AV12 59-62 Lees Summit Mo.
Last Muster 2021 YTD
Michael Butcher TPM Indianapolis IN #
James R. Davison TPM Gastonia NC #
Richard C. Hudnall AV7 QMSC N Div. 65-67 Sun City AZ
Michael B. Boles AV12 OI-Div 61-62 Oak Point TX
James Larsen AV12 V-Div 50-52 New Baltimore MI
Romaine L. Bendixen AV12 MD 8th Div. 63-66
Coralville IA
Alfred Sypher AV7 SIc E-Div. 46-47 Floral NY
Frank A. Flore AD24 LTJG 52-53
2019 Roger H Francis AD24 PN3 52-54 St-Petersburg FL #
2020 Joel Selinger AV7 RT2c 44-46 Mount Vernon NY. #
Neil J. Ondracek DTG3 D-Div 53-55 AD24 Plainfield IL
Willard Charlton AV12 55-60 X Div. Duncanville TX
Edward McNamera AV12 52-54 V1 Div. Naples Fl.

TAPS / Last Muster Help
New positions Open
Last muster coordinator for
AV7, AD24 and TPM
Ed Thurston has been doing an outstanding
job for the AV12 Last Muster / Taps coordinator, but I have been overwhelmed just to
keep track of our shipmates who have
passed. I am finding I do not have the time
to honor them by a simple condolence letter
or just to insure we have listed them in our
news letter accurately. So I need help. I can
provide a complete roster. Just need someone to help.
Our Charter requires at least 3 crew members or more from each ship to be on the
Board. This year we will need to replace at
least two of our members, AD24 & TPM
Thanks from Gary Adams
415-467-6284 or ad24history@att.net

* Not in Data Files Letter from Family # reported year

DUES are due for this year
Send to Alvin Lacefield 9110 SE 120th Loop Summerfield, Fl. 34491
Checks Payable to CTA or Your Ship’s Your sips Hull Number

DUES are now only $20 Per Year or Multiple years such as 5 years for $100
Check your Address label If you have a date after your Zip Code you are paid until then.
Your Name_____________________
Your Ship______________________
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